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Doug Casey Quotes

       The thought of how far the human race would have advanced without
government simply staggers the imagination. 
~Doug Casey

Do all that you say you are going to do and don't aggress against other
people or their property. That's the whole of the law. I can live with a
law like that. 
~Doug Casey

Trusting the government with money creation is like trusting a drunk
with a whiskey factory. 
~Doug Casey

Throughout history government has served as a vehicle for the
organization of hatred and oppression, benefiting no one except those
who are ambitious and ruthless enough to gain control of it. 
~Doug Casey

Fear is being used by the political class as an excuse to accumulate
more power and self-importance - and collect a lot more taxes to
support their agenda. 
~Doug Casey

Government sponsors untold waste, criminality and inequality in every
sphere of life it touches, giving little or nothing in return. 
~Doug Casey

Global warming is the most prominent form of mass hysteria raging
across the world today. 
~Doug Casey

Democracy is no solution - it's just 51% bossing the other 49% around.
For God's sake, Hitler was democratically elected! Democracy is just
mob rule dressed up in a coat and tie. 
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~Doug Casey

Today most funding for science comes through government.  That
means that you have to be known to be sympathetic to conclusions that
are acceptable to the political classes. 
~Doug Casey

People who buy government debt deserve to be punished and taught a
lesson 
~Doug Casey

The way I see it, gold is headed over $1000 an ounce, probably much
higher. At anywhere near current prices, it's the lowest risk, highest
potential investment I can think of. 
~Doug Casey
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